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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method of concatenative speech
synthesis for producing speech in a language other than
that of the database speaker. In certain applications,
such as interpreted dialogues or multi-lingual e-mail, it
is necessary to synthesise words that are foreign with
respect to the language of the main text. In this case,
rather than switch voices, we show that the use of an in-
termediate stage of synthesis improves the pronunciation
and prosody of the output speech.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sadaoki Furui once made the challenging observation
that computer processing of speech should not be limited
to simply reproducing human abilities, and that com-
puters should be expected to o�er something above and
beyond the levels of human performance [2].
In pursuing multi-lingual speech for the CHATR con-

catenative synthesis system[1, 5], we are taking up Fu-
rui's challenge and o�ering human speakers the ability
to extend their performance by appearing to speak in
foreign languages that they may not in fact know.
Our main purpose for this work is to produce a com-

ponent for an interpreting telecommunications system[6]
in which the input speech is recognised, translated, and
synthesised in the target language, using the voice of the
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Figure 1: Mapping the phone sequences for each lan-
guage represented in the text onto the phoneset used by
the speaker for the synthesis.

Table 1: Mapping table from English to Japanese

ENG JPN ENG JPN ENG JPN
ax u axr a aa aa
ao a ah a ay ai
aw au ae a ea ea
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nx N jh j ch ch
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original speaker. However, this component has broader
applications in view of the need to pronounce the foreign
words that appear in a multi-lingual text, such as when
synthesising e-mail or HTML pages from the world-wide-
web.

Monolingual speech synthesis using recognisable hu-
man voices has already been demonstrated, and we have
shown that with a su�cient source corpus CHATR is
capable of reproducing the voice and speaking style of
a given speaker with high �delity[3]. This is achieved
by the concatenation of phone-sized waveform segments
without recourse to signal processing for the modi�-
cation of prosody. Voice quality is preserved by se-
lection and concatenation of units that are naturally
close to the desired prosody and which therefore do
not need (potentially damaging) modi�cation. [SOUND

R83.01.WAV][SOUND R83.02.WAV][4]

In this paper, we describe a method for a) selecting
a sequence of segments that best match the sounds of
the target speech through the use of a mapping vector,
and b) using as an intermediate synthesis stage the voice
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of a native speaker of the target language to provide
an objective physical model with which to constrain the
unit selection. Samples of the speech produced using
this method can be heard on our web pages[1].

Japanese vowel space (no rounded vowels or schwa)

International vowel space

Figure 2: Reproduced (with thanks) from the Journal of
the International Phonetic Association.

2 MULTI-LINGUAL TEXT

With the increasingly international nature of the work-
ing environment, there is frequent exposure to multi-
lingual texts or texts that are written predominently in
one language but that contain words from another. We
can distinguish two classes of such texts; those that are
`parallel' bilingual, or multi-lingual, and which present
translated versions of the same message in each lan-
guage, and those which are `embedded' multi-lingual,
which have only one message that contains words of more
than one language. (\In Japanese !V2;@<9g@.!W means
`speech synthesis'." is an example of the latter.)
It is a matter of policy how to synthesise parallel

multi-lingual texts, and in many cases it is probably suf-
�cient to produce speech only in the preferred language
of the listener, ignoring the parallel text completely.
However, in embedded multi-lingual texts, the foreign
words are part of the message and must be synthesised

for every listener. In such a case, the synthesiser needs
to be capable of processing text and generating speech
in more than one language. Earlier versions of CHATR
used two voices for this task, one for each language, but
we found switching voices in mid-sentence to be unacc-
patable.
Figure 1 illustrates the text-level processing ow for

multilingual synthesis. In many language combinations,
the language type can be determined from the encod-
ing of the computer symbols that represent the text.
In our case, Japanese (EUC/JIS), English (ASCII), and
Korean(EUC/KIS) are common and can be easily distin-
guished. Once the di�erent languages have been recog-
nised, then the grapheme-to-phoneme �lters for each lan-
guage can be applied to produce a phonetic rendering of
the utterance. The output from the di�erent language
�lters is then recombined to form a complete sequence,
which can then be mapped onto the phonetic space of
the output speaker.
For a parametric synthesiser, rules would be required

for any additional sounds that are not usually found in
the language of the speaker, but in the case of concatena-
tive waveform synthesis, a mapping must be performed
so that the native-language sounds which make up the
speaker's database can be re-used to form the closest ap-
proximation to the desired target sequence in the foreign
language.
For Japanese, for example, it will be noticed from Fig-

ure 2 that, in contrast to English, the central vowel space
(schwa) is unused. There is no phonemic reduction in
this language but there is natural variety in the speech
which, if correctly identi�ed, can be used as a substitute.
This paper describes ways to �nd the best segments.
When producing English speech using a Japanese

voice database, the 15 (or so) English vowel sounds have
to be somehow mapped onto the 5 vowel locii that are
available in Japanese. Table 1 presents an example of
such a mapping vector from (machine-readable) English
into Japanese. We can see that pairs of words like `cap'
and `cup', and `lice' and `rice' become impossible to dis-
tinguish unless further clues are available from the text.

3 MULTI-LINGUAL SPEECH

When a Japanese person speaks in English, unless he
or she is particularly uent, the range of variability in
the resulting vowel space will probably be closer to that
of the mother-tongue than to that of a native-speaker of
English. This is one of the causes of `foreign accent'. The
restricted range of prosodic variation, in accordance with
mother-tongue patterns, is another. The phonetic and
prosodic habits of our �rst language can be very di�cult
to overcome when speaking in a second language.
However, many people can successfully communicate

in foreign languages without really departing far from
the prosodic and phonemic spaces of their native lan-
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Figure 3: Two knowledge bases and a speech database
provide the processing power in CHATR
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Figure 4: The language knowledge base is replaced by a
cepstral target given as input.

guages. They do this by re-sequencing their own famil-
iar speech sounds in an order that is appropriate to (at
least) the lexis of the target language.

3.1 Phone Mapping

In CHATR synthesis, each source-speech database is la-
belled using a phone-set determined for the speaker and
dialect of the language in which the recordings were
made. By mapping from the phone sequence predicted
by the individual grapheme-to-phoneme components to
the phone-set used to label the source database speech,
we can produce foreign-language speech using the voice
of any speaker.
In the following examples we use the voice of a

small Japanese child to speak in English ([SOUND
R83.03.WAV][SOUND R83.04.WAV] greetings) and Ko-
rean ([SOUND R83.05.WAV] [SOUND R83.06.WAV] ex-
plaining details of the technical processing within
CHATR). Although the phone sequence is appropriate,
the �ne phonetic detail is more suitable for Japanese,
and the prosody is closer to the patterns of Japanese
than Korean or English. The e�ect is that of a small

Japanese child speaking uently in the foreign languages.
The speech is intelligible, but accented. It is probably
a good representation of the way a non-native speaker
would produce the utterance if given some coaching in
the foreign language, but is not adequate for synthesis
applications if the listener has had no experience of lis-
tening to such accented speech.

3.2 Two-stage Language Mapping

One reason the phone mapping technique does not pro-
duce ideal speech in the foreign language is that, even
though the appropriate sounds or their close equivalents
may exist in the speech database, it has no way of tar-
geting the phonetic detail of the speech sequence. In
order to �nd a sequence of segments that more closely
represent the way that a bilingual speaker or a native
speaker of the language would produce the utterance,
we need to select more �nely within the natural varia-
tion of the speaker's data. For this, we need information
that is more detailed than the phone labels can provide.

Figure 3 shows the typical sequence of processing
within CHATR. Language information is stored in a
knowledge-base and used in the prediction of prosodic
and segmental characteristics. This information is used
in conjunction with a knowledge-base of speaker-speci�c
information identifying the phonetic and prosodic cover-
age of the speech data which is stored separately.

The solution being described in this paper is illus-
trated in Figure 4, which shows a secondary stage of
synthesis that makes use of the knowledge about the
way that a native speaker of the target language would
pronounce the word sequence (synthesised as shown in
Figure 3).

The waveform data of the �rst speech sequence (or
its cepstral transform) is taken as a model to spec-
ify the acoustic characteristics of the desired speech.
In the second stage of processing (Figure 4) we se-
lect speeech waveform segments from the non-native
speaker's database by comparing their acoustic similar-
ity to the model speech synthesised using the native
speaker's voice. Thus, in Figure 4 the knowledge-base
representing the language knowledge is replaced by the
cepstral vector given as input.

For each phone of the synthesised target speech, we
then perform a cepstral-based scoring of every candidate
phone in the Japanese speaker's database that has the
appropriate phone label after mapping. The cepstral
distances are computed as follows: For each frame of
the target cepstrum vector

c1;t(0); c1;t(1); c1;t(2); : : : ; c1;t(Mt)

and each frame of the candidate unit cepstral vector

c2;t(0); c2;t(1); c2;t(2); : : : ; c2;t(Mu)



the distance is calculated as the square of the individual
di�erences

d(t) =
MtX

k=0

(c1;t(k)� c2;t(j))
2

and an overall score determined for each candidate.

d =
1

Mt

MtX

t=0

d(t)

The sequence of candidates having the lowest cepstral-
distance scores is passed as input to the waveform con-
catenation component.

4 EVALUATION

A full evaluation of this algorithm has not yet been per-
formed as we are currently re�ning the mapping table by
allowing for multiple unit candidates per input vowel.
However, an informal listening test using MOS scores
(best=5, worst=1) yielded the results shown in Table 2.

Table 2: MOS scores for each method of synthesis
target phonemic phone-map cep target

interesting intrustiN 2 3
forever furebu 1 1
trouble trabr 2 2
di�cult di�kurt 2 2
rump ramp 3 4
lamp ramp 3 4
expect ikspekt 2 2
shopping shopiN 3 4
deep hole diip hoor 3 4
your family yo famuri 2 3
Average 2.3 2.9

Overall quality was not good when using the map-
ping table alone, but improved considerably when use
was made of the intermediate native-speaker cepstral
vectors to re�ne the selection. The test word `forever'
presented the most di�culty as it was pronounced with
two syllables, both fully reduced. The words `lamp' and
`rump', phonemically identical when transliterated into
Japanese, improved considerably, enabling correct dis-
tinction of each. Improvements were noted in both the
phonetic realisation and the prosodic contours of the
synthesised speech when using cepstral-based selection.

5 CONCLUSION

To reduce the `accentedness' of the mapping-based syn-
thesis, we adopted a two-stage process, �rst synthesising
the target speech using the voice of a native speaker of

the target language and then using the acoustic wave-
form (or its cepstral representation) as a physical tar-
get for the selection of speech segments from the pre-
stored voice database of the input speaker by minimising
a physical distance measure.
This use of a physical target for unit selection is not

feasible in monolingual synthesis since, by de�nition, if
the utterance existed somewhere in a suitable form there
would be no need to synthesise it. However, by making
use of an intermediate target we can narrow down the
selection of speech segments to match the spectral char-
acteristics of the native, thereby making use of the nat-
ural variation in production that could not be accessed
through label information alone.
The e�ectiveness of the method relies on correctly

identifying the appropriate variant from amongst the dif-
ferent articulations of each speech sound in the source
database. The method as it is currently implemented
is limited in that the candidate segments are �rst pre-
�ltered by a many-to-one mapping table. Future work
includes training a many-to-many mapping table based
on the acoustic distances between units in a bilingual
speaker's database.
Many speech synthesisers are capable of multi-lingual

output but for their prosodic manipulation most make
use of signal processing that results in a mechanical-
sounding voice which is often no longer recognisable as
that of the original speaker. Since CHATR produces
speech using the recognisable voices of known people, it
o�ers the potential to extend a person's apparent abil-
ities into the realm of multi-linguality. By o�ering this
ability to the voices of young children, we claim to have
achieved Furui's goal.
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